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in 1605, and the prohibition to work as a gardener before a
seven years' apprenticeship had been served.
The formal garden at this time was remarkable for the sim-
plicity of its plan. The space available was divided into rec-
tangles or squares, with a broad walk running from end to end,
and was situated directly in view of the front of the house to
which it belonged. The garden at Wilton, which Evelyn called
the finest in England, was laid out by a French architect resi-
dent in England, Isaac de Gaux, who published plates to
illustrate his work and added a description. The garden was
1,000 feet long, 400 broad, and divided into three rectangles,
each subdivided by the great walk. The first was again divided
by a lateral path, and in each of the four plots were fountains,
with flower beds. The second rectangle had the river Nadder
running through it and under the great walk, and was remark-
able for its groves and two covered arbours 300 feet long, with
divers alleys. The shrubs were often clipped and trimmed into
ornamental, if unnatural, shapes. In the last rectangle were two
ponds with fountains, a lane with walks planted with cherry trees,
and a statue of a gladiator in bronze. At the end of the great
walk was a portico highly decorated with pilasters and marble
figures.1 Bacon suggests that such statues and other ornaments
produced the impression of stateliness and magnificence but
added nothing to the true pleasure of a garden; but they were
a counterpart out of doors of the collections of marbles inside.
The orchard was clearly intended by the formal gardeners
,tot be an apple garden. Writers recommended that it should
be laid out with walks provided with seats of camomile and
borders and beds of flowers. Even kitchen gardens were edged
with roses and lavender. Clearly the love of sweet-smelling
flowers was very strong. Probably one of the greatest differences
between the Stuart and the modern garden was the presence
in the former of many herbs. Their use to flavour salt meat
during the winter and to supply all kinds of home-made medi-
cines gave them an importance they no longer retain. Generally
speaking, the gardens contained all the flowers which to-day
are often labelled cold-fashioned5 and the vegetables now in
common use, including the then recent importation, the potato.
Formal gardens, like Italian houses, were few and far between
in early Stuart England. Most Englishmen lived amid sur-
1 Reginald Blomfield, The Formal Garden in England (1901), pp. 54-6-

